Planter Clinic
13 Hudson Street, St. Albans, VT
February 22, 2017, 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

AGENDA

Seed Trench – how seed to soil contact effects plant germination; properly inspecting opening disks and setup row cleaners; and group discussion.

Planting Depth – how consistency within a stand effects yield; setting gauge wheels to set planting depth; and ways to find and control down pressure as needed to plant.

Seed Placement – understanding correct planting rates and how seed placement effects yield and profit; advanced seed tube monitoring; and seed plate selection.

Planting Maps and Planting Prescriptions – using Precision Ag to match population to soil and hybrid types; research information on variable rate planting; and how advanced seed tube monitoring is performed on the Ag Leader Display.

Fertilizer – choosing the right fertilizer for your farm; and farmer discussion on fertilizer setups that have worked and failed.

Free Clinic. Lunch will be provided. Please RSVP online at http://bit.ly/2i2p9b9 or by contacting Susan Brouillette at UVM Extension, 802-524-6501 or susan.brouillette@uvm.edu.

To request a disability-related accommodation for this program, contact Susan Brouillette at 802-524-6501 or 1-800-639-2130 (Vt. only) by February 1, 2017.